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DOS 6.22 ALERT
by Val D. Steed, CPA, MAcc

Val Steed is the proprietor of Steed Consulting in Centerville, Utah and a member of the AICPA
Information Technology Executive Committee. In this Alert, he discusses the features and functions of
the latest version of DOS - 6.22.

After all the bad press on DOS 6.0 it is about time we get a chance to praise DOS 6.X.
Before you can understand how the new features of DOS 6.22 can be of benefit to you, you
must understand the history of the DOS 6.X versions.

DOS 6.X Versions
DOS 6.0. Microsoft rushed the original 6.0 version to market without substantial testing and
without an agreement with Stacker to use their compression routines which were incorpo
rated in DOS 6.0 without permission. A lawsuit was filed.

DOS 6.20. This version fixed almost all the bugs in 6.0 but still lacked an agreement with
Stacker to use their technology. The lawsuit continued.
DOS 6.21. Microsoft lost the Stacker lawsuit and removed all of Stacker’s technology from
DOS as well as did some minor tweaking to DOS’s performance and tools.
DOS 6.22. After losing the lawsuit, Microsoft made a very intelligent move by negotiating an
agreement with Stacker to use their compression technology in DOS. To help distinguish
the new technology from the old unlicensed technology, Microsoft has named the new
application Drive Space instead of Double Space.
New Features of DOS 6.22

Stability is here. DOS 6.22 seems to be very stable even when running Drive Space the new
replacement for Double Space.

DOS Shell is back
DOS Shell is back. In some prior version of DOS Microsoft eliminated the DOS Shell prod
uct as they were encouraging users to move to Windows File Manager. However, many DOS
users still prefer the DOS Shell over Windows File Manager.
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Better MemMaker
MemMaker will now optimize your system even when you have used multiple configuration
options in CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT. Prior version of DOS MemMaker would only
optimize single configurations. Also, MemMaker will now optimize your base memory much
better than before. On the few test machines we have been very pleased with an average
increase of over 30K per machine tested. Remember, the test was a limited test and does not
represent the entire history.

Improved MEM command
The MEM command has been improved to provide more information. For example, the
MEM command now sports a new /F parameter which will allow users to examine the con
tents of High Memory and see the free space. Also, the MEM /C command will also give you
more information about your base memory.

New DelTree command
There is a new DELTREE delete tree command. This command will delete an entire direc
tory including files, sub directories and the files in the associated sub directories. Use this
one with caution.

Better use of Extended Memory
Many of the DOS commands will now use Extended memory for execution. For example,
the DISKCOPY command will now utilize more than just base memory to copy an entire
disk so you will probably only need to make one pass on read and another on write to copy
an entire disk.

Smarter SmartDrive
SmartDrive SMARTDRV.EXE will now look at high memory and do all it can at all times to
get almost all of its contents up into high memory. Sometimes it will only be partially suc
cessful but the new version will still put as much as it can in high memory instead of the all
or nothing approach that was used before.

Drive Space

The new Stacker licensed drive compression routine is called Drive Space. Drive Space
seems to be much faster than Double Space. When writing to the disk it is still a bit slow but
when reading from or operating software from the disk the speeds seem to be very good. In
fact, it seems that Drive Space is even faster than the current version of Stacker which is
weird because Stacker wrote this code for Microsoft.
DOS 6.5?
Microsoft should have numbered this update something like 6.5 or something because
it sports many new features that are very noteworthy. The bottom line recommendation is
that DOS 6.22 is very fast, stable and also works well with Novell, Windows NT and Windows
for Workgroups.

